BACKWASH OF A DREAM
in them the same eager happiness as Belmont's arrival. Various
little acts of helpfulness connected with the car and the garden gate
ensured that there should be no hitch in our departure. The car
glided off. Lionel and Sylvia turned back into the house. Our
visit to High Larling was over.
. . . "And nowl" said Jennie or Orlando or myself, "perhaps
you will tell us just how they disposed of the body ?"
"Or «/ they disposed of it? Remember, we interrupted them
nearly an hour too soon."
"And the others, their confederates, were nearly an hour too late/*
"Damn bad luck."
"But I think it's all right now."
"Oh, yes, it's all right now, theyVe got rid of it."
"Whose body do you think it was ?"
"I'm not quite sure, but I don't think that matters, do you?"
" Where do you think it was ?   That's what interests me most."
"In the upstairs lavatory, of course; it's a lavatory-bathroom,
with plenty of room for a body. Jennie, you ought to have gone
on up regardless ; then we'd have known."
"You can't force your way into people's upstairs lavatories if
they expressly ask you to use the Gents Downstairs."
"Oh well," resigned, "perhaps it 'wasn't there itself; only a
sort of rusty tinge in the water where they'd been washing their
hands."
"I wonder if they did it on purpose or if it was a ghasdy,
accident?"
"On purpose, because of arranging for the others to come and
cart t awa.
"
Yes, I'd forgotten. No wonder they had the horrors when all
the arrivals slipped into the wrong slots."
"I wonder," murmured Orlando, "if we'd have got.our drinks
if the slots had been right ?"
"No use wondering. I wonder what the police are going to
make of a Famille Rose vase full of tea?"
"Some of it with sugar and some of it not."
"Orlando dear, that bit's going^to be awfully difficult, even for
Sir Bernard Spilsbury."
"Not Bernard's department. That's for Poirot.and Regjie
Fortune and Lord Peter and Handsome Alleyn. Spilsbury doesn't
do the outside body bits,"
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